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The rose-ringed parakeet (Psittacula krameri), also known as the ring-necked parakeet, is a medium-sized
parrot in the genus Psittacula of the family Psittacidae and has a very wide range.. The rose-ringed parakeet
is sexually dimorphic.The adult male sports a red and black neck ring and the hen and immature birds of both
sexes either show no neck rings, or display shadow-like pale to dark ...
Rose-ringed parakeet - Wikipedia
The term "grass parakeet" (or grasskeet) refers to a large number of small Australian parakeets native to
grasslands such as the genus Neophema and the princess parrot.The Australian rosellas are also parakeets.
Many of the smaller, long-tailed species of lories may be referred to as "lorikeets". The vernacular name
ring-necked parakeet (not to be confused with the Australian ringneck) refers ...
Parakeet - Wikipedia
The purpose of the Northwest Bird Club is to join together people who share a common interest in keeping
and breeding exotic birds in captivity.
Northwest Bird Club - Breeder's List
Bird Species and Their Respective Syndromes: lists the diseases that bird species are susceptible to
Bird Species and Their Respective Syndromes - Beauty of Birds
Prevue Pet Products Wrought Iron Select Cage in Sage Green offers quality craftsmanship at an affordable
cost. Constructed of wrought iron with a cagetop playstand to keep your bird entertained and content, the
heavy-duty push button lock keeps your bird securely inside its cage when playtime is over.
Amazon.com : Prevue Pet Products Wrought Iron Select Bird
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Jennifer Phillips (JP) has worked with animals personally and professionally for her entire life. She was a
zookeeper at the LA Zoo and Playboy Mansion, and has also worked as an avian rehabilitator and
hand-feeder, a docent at the Bronx Zoo, and in animal husbandry at the California Wolf Center.
Toucans vs Parrots as Pets - Adventures in Toucanland
1) Feed a name brand, pelleted diet. 2) Spend more time interacting with your pet. 3) If you would become
bored sitting all day in a cage similar to your petâ€™s , the parrot will become just as bored and frustrated.
All About Your Parrot's Feathers - The Causes Of Molt
A summary of exotic pet laws and discussion on which states prohibit the private possession of specific
exotic animal species, including monkeys, tigers, raccoons, birds, wolves, and others.
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